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概要：マイクロホンアレイは様々なデバイスで使用されており，アレイを用いた様々な信号処理の研究が盛んに行わ
れている．本研究では，アレイで観測した信号から個々の音源方向の推定と，音源分離を同時に行う手法を提案する．
未知の混合系の候補として物理モデルに基づく空間辞書を用いて，観測信号をモデル化する．それから，2種類の音源
のスパース性を仮定し，その仮定を満たす適切な凸最適化問題として定式化する．シミュレーション実験により，他
手法に比べて高精度で分離することが可能で，初期値に頑健な手法であることを確認した．
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1. Introduction

A lot of signal processing methods utilizing a mi-
crophone array have been investigated for many tech-
niques including the 3D sound source localization [1, 2]
and source separation [3]. In underdetermined source
separation problem that the number of sources is more
than the number of microphones, many methods usu-
ally heavily rely on some sort of sparsity assumptions.
Although a lot of algorithms are shown to be effec-
tive in many articles, many of these methods have the
common drawback, i.e., performance of these meth-
ods depend on the initialization. That is, one usually
obtains a different result as an initial value of the algo-
rithm changes. Therefore, there is a risk of obtaining
a terrible result. This dependence on initial values is
basically owing to non-convexity of the problem for-
mulation. Although there exist some research with
convex formulations, the convexity is realized by the
knowledge of the mixing filters. That is, these convex
methods have to estimate the mixing filter first, and
then the sources are separated through convex opti-
mization. Therefore, the initialization issue remains
in the mixing filter estimation part.
To circumvent such initialization dependency, an un-

derdetermined source separation method formulated
as a convex optimization problem is proposed. By
approximating the mixing process with a predeter-
mined spatial dictionary, the proposed method can si-
multaneously treat the mixing process and avoid the
preceding estimation of mixing filters. Two penalty
functions, ℓ1,2- and ℓ2,1-norm, corresponding to dis-
jointness in time-frequency domain and sparseness of
direction-of-arrival (DOA) are utilized to enhance the
performance.

2. Proposed method

One of the difficulties of a source separation problem
is the multiplicative nature of unknown variables. This
form causes not only the scale indeterminacy but also
local-minimum traps due to the non-convexity. There-
fore, avoiding the multiplication of unknowns is desir-
able, which might be achieved by determining one of
them in advance. To reduce the difficulty, a predeter-
mined dictionary is adopted in the observation model.

Let K elements of a dictionary be chosen for the
mixing matrix. Then, signals of N sources obtained
from M microphones are represented by

y(t, f) ≃ A(f)s(t, f), (1)

where t is index of time frame, f is frequency in-
dex, y(t, f) = [y1(t, f), · · · , yM (t, f)]T is an observed
signal vector from microphones, A(f) is an M ×K
dictionary matrix consisting of the predetermined ele-
ments, and s(t, f)= [s1(t, f), · · ·, sK(t, f)]T is the cor-
responding coefficients. By fixing the matrix A(f) in
advance, the unknown variables becomes s(t, f) only,
which does not involve the difficulty associated with
the multiplication. For the dictionary elements, while
any other spatial model such as point sources [1, 2] can
be utilized, the plane waves are considered in this pa-
per for simplicity. That is, the dictionary matrix is
constructed in the following manner:

A(f) = [aθ1(f), · · · ,aθK (f)], (2)

where aθk (f) is a steering vector associated with di-
rection θk,

aθk (f) = [exp(−j
ωf

c
uT
kp1), · · · , exp(−j

ωf

c
uT
kpM )]T,

(3)
c is the speed of sound, ωf is angular frequency, uk is
the unit vector corresponding to the direction θk, pm is
the position of m-th microphone, and j =

√
−1. This

choice of dictionary enables us to explicitly consider
the direction of sound sources as schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1. By considering sufficiently many di-
rections (sufficiently large K), each sound arrived from
some direction can be approximately represented by
an element with similar direction. Since information
of both sound sources and their directions are handled
by the coefficients s(t, f), simultaneous estimation of
DOA and sound source signals should be accomplished
if appropriate assumptions are imposed on s(t, f).
The proposed method is formulated as the following

convex optimization problem:

min
s

∥As− y∥22 + α ∥s∥2,1 + β ∥s∥21,2 , (4)

where the first term corresponds to Eq. (1) in a matrix
form containing all time-frequency bins and α, β >= 0
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the mixing model and proposed one.

are regularization parameters. Each of the second
and third terms correspond to two sparsity assump-
tions: sources exist at a few directions (spatial spar-
sity), and spectrogram of each source is sparse (dis-
jointness). The second term is the ℓ2,1-norm concen-
trates the energy into a few directions so that the co-
efficients corresponding to DOA of the sources have
higher energy than the other directions. Therefore,
this penalty imposes the assumption of spatial spar-
sity of sound sources [1, 2]. The third term is the
squared ℓ1,2-norm promotes sparsity such that a few
elements have energy at each time-frequency bin. That
is, this mixed norm promotes disjointness to each time-
frequency bin. Since Eq. (4) is convex, the proposed
formulation is robust against a choice of an initial
value because the global solution of convex optimiza-
tion problem is unique.

3. Experiments
Performance of the proposed method was evaluated

by applying it to a publicly available audio source sep-
aration task. Table. 1 is the experimental condition.
The proposed method was compared with a minimum
variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer
and multichannel NMF (MNMF). Separation per-
formance was evaluated by Signal-to-Distortion Ra-
tio (SDR), Source-to-Interference Ratio (SIR), and
Source-to-Artifacts Ratio (SAR).
In the proposed method, estimated DOA and sep-

arated signals are obtained simultaneously. Fig. 3.
shows magnitude for each direction (

∑
t,f |sk(t, f)|

2)
1
2

indexed by k. From the figure, it can be seen that
both female and male data resulted in four peaks (red
circles) which appeared near the true directions (doted
lines) as expected. Separation performance was evalu-
ated for the directions of these four peaks (red circles).
Fig. 3. shows female/male speech separation results,

where each color represents each source, and the error
bars of MNMF and the proposed method represent
standard deviations within ten trials with random ini-
tialization. The separation performance of the pro-
posed method can be obtained the separation score for
all sources with comparing other methods. Although
MNMF has dependence on initial values because the
difficulty arising from the multiplication caused a lot
of local minimum traps, the proposed method was
not affected by initial values. Therefore, the proposed
method does not depend on a choice of initial values
thanks to the convexity of the proposed formulation.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, an underdetermined source separa-

tion method based on convex optimization is proposed.

Table 1 Experimental condition.

Number of sources N = 4

Number of microphones M = 2

FFT length 256 ms

Window shift 64 ms

Reverberation time 130 ms

Number of dictionary elements K = 37
(directions) (5 deg. interval)
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Fig. 2 Magnitude of estimated coefficients for each direc-

tion. The black doted lines are the true directions. The

directions of the peaks were chosen for evaluation.
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Fig. 3 Separation results. Error bars represent their stan-

dard deviations obtained from 10 random initial values.

The predetermined spatial dictionary and two sparsity
assumptions allow simultaneous estimation of DOA
and source signals, while initialization issue is totally
eliminated by the convex formulation as shown in the
experimental section.
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